The covariant type system is an impredicative system that is rich enough to represent some polymorphism on inductive types, such as lists and trees, and yet is simple enough to have a set-theoretic semantics. Its chief novelty is to replace function types by transformation types, which denote parametric functions. Their free type variables are all in positive positions, and so can be modelled by covariant functors. Similarly, terms denote natural transformations.
Introduction
The pros and cons of typing programs are already well known. In brief, static type-checking by the compiler catches many programmer errors, and reduces, if not eliminates, run-time type errors, which are expensive to handle. Also, typing supports a clearer semantics for programs, since types help to classify values in a constructive fashion. Its drawbacks are the need for programmers to provide types, and to duplicate code whenever the type of the existing program is not compatible with the intended application. The rst drawback is typically handled by providing some automated type inference, to save the programmer specifying every (or perhaps any) types. The second drawback is handled by introducing parametric polymorphism, whereby a program can take a variable type, that can then be instantiated to suit the circumstances. For example, in ML MT91] the appending of lists can be given type append : 'a list -> 'a list -> 'a list where 'a can be instantiated to any type whatsoever.
Such parametric programs can be studied abstractly in the underlying type system. For example, ML is based on the Hindley-Milner type system Mil78] (here denoted HM) which can be viewed as a fragment of the second-order polymorphic lambda-calculus Rey85], also known as system F of variable types GLT89]. Let us brie y review these type systems.
The monotypes and polytypes of HM are:
T := X j T!T j T T j T + T j X: T := T j 8X: :
It is a predicative system, i.e. the meaning of a type is de ned from that of its sub-types. This allows us to build set-theoretic models based on a pair of universes, and a \truly full set-theoretic model" if we have an inaccessible cardinal HM93].
The types of F are given by: T := X j T!T j 8X: T: This compact system is powerful enough to represent all HM types since binary products, binary sums, and recursive types (initial algebras) can be de ned as follows:
S T = 8X: (S!T !X)!X S + T = 8X: (S!X)!(T !X)!X X: T = 8X: (T !X)!X:
F is impredicative, since the meaning of 8X: T depends on all possible substitutions of types for X in T. This suggests that the semantics of F should be even harder to fathom; Reynolds proved that, under certain mild assumptions, system F has no set-theoretic semantics Rey84]. Instead of accepting Reynolds' result at face value, the semantics community rose to the challenge of producing models of F in categories other than Sets, notably the e ective topos Pit87] and categories of partial equivalence relations LM91]. In each case, realisability, a computational concept, was used to limit the size of the products required to model quanti cation. These models demonstrate the accuracy of some basic intuitions, e.g. that -abstraction is modelled by cartesian closure, but their explicit dependence on computational concepts limits the insights they can bring to the process of computation itself.
This paper introduces a new alternative, the covariant type system. It is an impredicative type system which supports the usual parametric polymorphism of fundamental operations like append, and yet is simple enough to have a set-theoretic semantics. In particular, this shows that the semantic di culties of F are not forced by impredicativity per se. Indeed, this approach re-opens the question of a set-theoretic semantics for F itself, based on di erent intuitions about the basic constructs.
The covariant types are given by:
T := X j T)T j T T j T + T j X: T: They look like the monotypes of HM and have the same interpretation of products, sums and recursive types. The only di erence is that the function type S!T has been replaced by the transformation type S)T whose terms represent parametric functions, or natural transformations, rather than ad hoc families of functions. The transformation type S)T can be interpreted in F by 8X 0 : : : X n : S!T where X 0 : : : X n is a list of the free type variables of S. When S has no free variables then S)T has the same behaviour as S!T, so that all of the usual monomorphic functions of F are available. Observe, that the system is impredicative, since the behaviour of S)T is based on the behaviour of (S)) (T ) for all substitutions .
Note that the de nitions in F of products, sums and recursive types cannot be expressed using transformations, since quanti cation is delayed after function formation. Hence these type constructs must be introduced, as in HM.
Although system F was speci cally designed to support parametrically poly- The transformation types make a necessity of virtue: all -terms must be parametric in their argument, and are then of transformation type. It follows that polymorphic terms like case cannot be constructed, but must be added as primitives. The use of transformations instead of functions implies that all free type variables appear in positive, or covariant positions. This greatly simpli es the semantics, since types can be interpreted by covariant functors, rather than functors of mixed variance. Similarly, terms can be interpreted by natural transformations, rather than dinatural transformations BFSS90], with all their inherent complications. In consequence, the polymorphic operations of HM which require contravariant arguments, such as ltering of lists, are de nable, but no longer fully polymorphic.
Some of the other usual types can be constructed from the primitives above as follows:
They are the empty or initial type 0, the unit or terminal type 1 and type quanti cation. Here 0)X is equivalent to the unit type, but has the free (dummy) variable X which is then bound by the outer transformation. This interpretation of quanti cation may look a little clumsy, but it captures an important idea: a term t of type 8X: T does not denote an arbitrary family of terms t X 2 T] ]X but a natural family of such.
This naturality requirement is essential for avoiding the size problem, which comes from attempting to quantify over all sets, but alone is not su cient, since in general there may be a large class of natural transformations between a pair of endo-functors on Sets, e.g. from the covariant powerset functor to itself. One solution would be to restrict to functors on Sets with rank (e.g., see AR94]). While this approach is adequate to the task (and perhaps form a largest model) this paper will focus on a smaller solution, provided by the theory of shape, whose outlines we will now review.
Shape theory is based on a very simple idea, that many of the data types of interest can be separated into their shape and their data. This separation can be modelled formally, has strong properties, and can be exploited in the design of programs and programming languages.
The original presentation Jay95b] used nite lists to represent the data: recent work Jay96a] generalises these to position functors. These use an object of positions as a means of indexing data locations. Shape information is used to determine which positions store a datum. The result is a data functor.
Under some mild assumptions, used to de ne data categories, the data functors are closed under various common operations, such as composition, products and sums, initial algebras and nal co-algebras. They are also closed under the formation of objects of transformations, used to model transformation types. This is because every natural transformation between data functors has a uniform algorithm Jay96a]. It follows that the covariant types can be modelled by data functors in any data category, such as Sets.
Thus, despite the general understanding of the past decade, there is an impredicative polymorphic type system with a set-theoretic model. Further, the model is full (there is no restriction on the natural transformations used to represent terms), and requires neither a set-theoretic universes nor large cardinals. The consequences of this fact have yet to be developed. In particular, it suggests a new approach to the semantics of system F, and new ways of basing type systems on the categorical notions of functor and natural transformation.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the covariant types and terms. Section 3 de nes the categorical semantics. Section 4 explores the expressive power of the system. Section 5 introduces covariant reduction and discusses its polymorphism. Section 6 provides a translation to F which is used to establish strong normalisation and con uence of covariant reduction, and underpins a discussion of the semantics of F. Section 7 draws conclusions. A preliminary version of this paper appeared as Jay96b].
2 The covariant type system
Types
The (raw) types are given by:
T ::= X j T)T j T T j T + T j X: T:
The actual types are equivalence classes of raw types under -conversion of bound variables, which will be de ned in a moment. The type constructions above are of variables, transformations, binary products, sums and initial algebras. The latter constructions are all familiar from HM. For example, lists with data of type A are given by LA = X: 1 + A X:
The transformation types are used to represent parametric functions, as described in the introduction. The term constructions below may make their nature clearer.
The free type variables fv(T) of a type T will be de ned as a list without repetition, whose order is determined by the order of appearance, from left to right. For this reason, the symbol \@" here means append, and then delete all appearances of a type variable after its leftmost. List subtraction, written using \?" as an in x operator, is de ned as usual. Here is the inductive de nition: 
Terms
The possible forms for a term are: t := x j x : S: t j t t j c:
These are variables, abstractions, applications and constants. The use of rather than for abstractions, and the in applications, are used to distinguish these parametric terms from their more familiar, functional counterparts. -reduction is unchanged, but the rules for typing these terms re ect their parametricity.
A term context is a nite list (without repetitions) of typed term variables. In this paper the symbols ?; ? 0 etc. will always denote term contexts. A term context judgement takes the form `?. It is well-formed if `T for every x : T in ?. A term judgement takes the form ?`t : T where T is a type and t is a term. It is well-formed if `? and `T are so, and it can be derived using the rules in Figure 2 . The rst four rules are structural (two each for type and term contexts), the third is the variable axiom, the next two rules are for introduction and elimination of -abstractions. Note that the second premise to the introduction rule prevents variable capture due to the implicit quanti cation of type variables in S. Also, the elimination rule is stable under -conversion of S)T.
The remaining axioms are for the various constants. They are independent of the type and term contexts, provided that the types mentioned are all well-formed. These constants represent projections and pairing for the product, inclusions to the coproduct and case analysis, and building and folding (or reducing) for the recursive types. We require that the bound variables in the types of inl T and inr S are not free in T or S (respectively).
Free and bound term variables are de ned in the usual way. The terms are de ned to be equivalence classes of well-formed terms under -conversion.
Most of these combinators will be familiar from any typed programming language; the less familiar constants are in and fold that arise from the theory of initial algebras.
The term in expresses the fact that X: T is a T-algebra while fold expresses its initiality among all such algebras. That is, if S is a T-algebra, with T-action Unfortunately, the covariant types do not support full type inference since the untyped term f: x: f (f x) obtained from twice (Section 4.5) can take the type (T )T))(T)T) for any T and this family of types has no most general uni er.
Semantics
We will present a set-theoretic semantics for the covariant types and their terms, in which types are interpreted as functors and terms as natural transformations. The general setting and proofs are in Jay96a].
For each object P there is a position functor P+ which maps a set X to those partial functions P+X from P to X which have a decidable domain. P represents the collection of positions at which data might be stored; it is a set of indices, or addresses, at which data may be found. For example, the positions in a list are given by natural numbers n. If n is less than the length of the list then there is a datum at that position.
If D is some data structure whose data of type A is indexed by the set P then there is a morphism data : D!P+A s which describes the data independently of the structure, or shape in which it is stored. More generally, we can replace D by a data structure FA which is polymorphic in A, so that data A : FA!P+A is a natural transformation. We also have a shape function # = F! : FA!F1 (where ! : A!1 is the unique morphism to the one-element set).
De # which is to say that data : F)P+ is a cartesian natural transformation. We can generalise to functors of n variables by having n position objects, one for each kind of data, and a data transformation into the product of the corresponding position functors.
Let (F; P; data F ) and (G; Q; data G ) be data functors. Then GF has the structure of a data functor with position object Q P. The data transformation is given
where the last arrow is the partial function equivalent of uncurrying. In other words, the Q value accesses a datum from GFA of type FA and then the P value accesses a datum of type A. F G and F + G can both be given the structure of data functors with position object P + Q and data transformations given by:
The very last arrow uses the partiality of the functions in a non-trivial way: it is obtained by currying the partial function ((P +A) + (Q+A)) (P + Q)!A which performs an evaluation if sensible, and is otherwise unde ned. Another way of viewing these sums and products is to see them as composites hF; Gi and hF; Gi where the binary functors + and both have the same pair of position objects (1; 1).
If H(X; Y ) is a data functor of two variables, whose position objects are R for X and S for Y then the initial algebra functor H y (X) = Y: H(X; Y ) is a data functor of X with position object LS R. The list of S is used to navigate through the recursion, like a path through a parse tree, and R picks out the datum at the node. (The same position object is used for the nal co-algebra of H; the only di erence is that the parse trees may now have countably in nite depth.)
Finally, a natural transformation : F)G is determined by a function F1!GP. It maps an F-shape to a G-shape lled with positions in F. These are used as pointers to the data in F which is used to ll the corresponding positions in G. Context extension is modelled by projection, variable swapping is modelled by swapping arguments in the transformation. The variable axiom is represented by the identity. 
Expressive power 4.1 Basic terms
The identity transformation and composition of transformations are de ned by: id = x : X: x : X)X comp R;S;T = g : S)T: f : R)S: x : R: g (f x)(S)T))(R)S))(R)T): Often, comp R;S;T g f will be abbreviated to g f since the type information can be inferred from f and g.
The empty or initial type can be de ned as 0 = X: X. Its canonical function is ? = fold 0)X id : 0)X:
It follows that we can encode universal quanti cation of a type T by the type variable X by : 8X: T = (0)X))T: The type 0)X is to be thought of as a functor of X which is constantly 1. Thus the construction picks out natural families of elements of T. We shall exploit this interpretation in comparing covariant types with system F below.
The unit or terminal type could have been added as a base type, but this is unnecessary since it can be de ned to be 1 = 0)0. Its canonical element : 1 is the identity id instantiated at 0. The booleans are given by bool = 2 = 1 + 1 with true = inl and false = inr .
Here is some additional syntactic sugar. 
S)T))(R)S)T):
In order, these constructions are for pairing, product of functions, the diagonal, and swapping arguments, all for products. Then we have case analysis and sums of functions, followed by evaluation, currying and uncurrying. For evaluation, note that in the type of p the free variables in the rst occurrence of S are bound, while those in the second occurrence are free. Also, currying requires that R and S have no free variables in common. This restriction is required to permit the abstraction over y. For example, we cannot, in general, curry the combinator case R;S;T since R)T and S)T may have common free variables.
Mapping
A basic operation on any inductive type is to map a function across all of the data stored within one of its values. This functoriality may be left to the user to de ne, perhaps through type classes HPJW92] or constructor classes Jon95]. An alternative adopted here, and in polytypic pattern matching Jeu95] is to use type information to determine the action of mapping. A third approach is to use shape polymorphism to determine the action of map Jay95b, BJM96] For each triplet R; S; T of types, and type variable X not free in R or S, we can de ne a constant map R;S;X;T : (R)S))(T R=X])T S=X]) which represents the functoriality of T in the variable X. More precisely, it represents the application of the functor T to a natural transformation from R to S. It is de ned in the usual way, by working through the structure of the type until it nds the desired data of type R, whose presence is indicated using occurrences of X in T. It Then the strength tau is obtained by currying dist which introduces the type restriction (1).
Inductive terms
The covariant type system is able to handle solutions to all polynomial domain equations, as well as those involving transformation types. We will demonstrate this for lists and binary trees. 
Limits of expression
In HM, the term id id is not typable since id may only be assigned a monotype within the expression. Instead, one must replace this term by let f = id in f f so that f may take a polytype. However, in the covariant type system, selfapplication of transformations is easily de ned. For example, id id : X)X and even ! = x : X)X: x x : (X)X))(X)X) are well-formed. Note, however, that = ! ! is not well-formed, since ! is not of type X)X. In fact, the only closed term of type X)X is id.
This fact alerts us to a limitation of the covariant system. Consider twice = f : X)X: x : X: f (f x) : (X)X))(X)X):
It cannot be applied to an arbitrary endomorphism f : T)T (as in HM) but only to a transformation on the identity. To obtain the desired action we require a family of terms twice T : (T )T))(T)T):
Once again, it is the use of nested transformations that limits expressivity.
Similar problems arise when ltering a list. The HM type for it is 8X: (X!bool)!LX!LX whose closest covariant equivalent is (X)bool) LX)LX: However, there are only two transformations X)bool so this is not very satisfactory. Instead, each type T must have its own lter filter T : (T )bool) LT)LT: For example, the transformation isnil : LX)bool that is true on empty lists can be used to lter lists of lists as filter LX isnil : LLX)LLX:
In each case we can see that the formalism demands a family of related terms, for twice or filter corresponding to the same untyped term. Clearly their is some scope for type inference here, to simplify the programmer's burden. fst (pair x y) ) x snd (pair x y) ) y case R+S)T (pair f g) (inl S x) ) f x case R+S)T (pair f g) (inr R y) ) g y fold X: T)S f (in X: T p) ) f (map X: T;S;X;T (fold X: T)S f) p):
One-step reduction is obtained by performing a basic reduction on a subterm.
The general reduction relation ! is the re exive, transitive closure of one-step reduction.
Polymorphism
The existence of closed terms of closed type to represent polymorphic operations, such as nil and cons, demonstrates the syntactic power of the system. On the other hand, a common means of distinguishing parametric from ad hoc polymorphism is the requirement that the evaluation of a parametrically polymorphic expression should be independent of the type. While this is true of most covariant reductions, the exception is fold; it requires a map evaluation, which is heavily dependent on the type. There are several ways of viewing this situation.
One is to observe that the evaluation of algorithms for operations like append :
LX LX)LX is independent of the choice of the data type X. The dependence of the evaluation on the type of map merely re ects the fact that append is a list algorithm, and not a tree algorithm, or of some other kind. That is, the covariant type system supports data polymorphism but not shape polymorphism Jay95b]. A more constructive approach is to try and capture shape polymorphism within the type system, so that reduction is completely type-free. Of course, this takes us beyond the possibilities of F (or even F ! ) since there the type of a shape polymorphic map is empty. However, shape polymorphism makes sense semantically and the language P2 Jay95a] provides the kernel of a system that supports shapepolymorphic map and fold. This is further developed in FML, an extension of ML which supports an additional syntactic class of functors (i.e. categorical functors rather than the standard ML functors). Shape polymorphism is expressed by quantifying over functor variables BJM96]. This ML extension contains ordinary function types, and so is not covariant. However, we can imagine adapting the type of map to be map : 8F; G; H: (F )G))(HF)HG) where HF is the composite of functors. For this to work, the functor variables must not be bound by the transformation constructors.
Additionally, the semantics of shape suggests that shape polymorphism should not be restricted to inductive types of the kind de nable in F, but should apply to arbitrary shapely types, such as arrays, graphs, records, etc. Developing e cient algorithms for such general type systems will be a challenge.
Finally, the next section will show how to translate covariant types into F (in linear time) in a way that preserves reduction. Thus,the shape information has been translated away and reduction can be performed in F without reference to any types. The only di culty is that the normal form of the translate may not be the translation of a covariant term. Presumably, the undesirable reduction steps can be \unwound" in translating back into the covariant system.
Translation to F
The covariant type system can be viewed as a subsystem of F. As well as clarifying the computational power of the covariant types, we will use the translation to establish the strong normalisation and con uence of the system. Before de ning the interpretation it will be useful to introduce some additional The rest require some attention to the correct choice of type contexts over which to quantify (not an issue for the covariant system). We have: With the exception of in, each of these de nitions is self-contained and, modulo the need for type contexts, is straightforward. As for in, observe that the term g cannot be replaced by fold X: T)X f since the latter is ill-de ned: f is a function, not a transformation. The second point about in is that it is de ned using map which, in turn, is de ned using in. The circularity in the de nition is only apparent, however, as the following lemma will show. This completes the interpretation of covariant terms. Now let us consider the reductions. Each reduction of the covariant system can be obtained by performing at least one (usually quite a few!) reductions of F. -reduction is interpreted as nite sequence of -reductions on types followed by a -reduction with respect to a term variable. The pairing reductions each take 11 steps in F. One may think of these as being three reductions for fst, four for pair, and four to combine them. The reductions for case analysis take at least 17 steps (at least one for case, ve for inl, and eleven for pair). Finally, fold reduction takes at least 4 steps (at least one for fold, and three for in).
Theorem 6.2 The canonical translation from the covariant type system to system F preserves non-trivial reductions, i.e. 1-step covariant reductions are mapped to reductions in F of at least one step. Hence, covariant reduction is strongly normalising and con uent.
Proof The main statement was established above. Strong normalisation then follows from that of F. Hence, con uence follows from weak con uence, which is trivial, because there are no critical pairs.
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Note that translation to F does not preserve normal forms, such as pair x.
Implications for the semantics of F
We have seen that the 8 and ) type constructors have equivalent expressive power, which suggests a new presentation of F whose raw types and terms are T := X j T!T j T)T t := x j t t j x : T: t j t t j x : T: t:
Each of the type constructors, for functions and transformations, is known to have a set-theoretic semantics, so the obvious question is, does F have a set-theoretic semantics? A positive answer would appear to contradict the standard result, referred to in the introduction. But Reynolds' proof rests on assumptions about type quanti cation that may not be relevant for transformations. This question remains open for now.
Conclusion
The covariant type system is a powerful polymorphic, impredicative subsystem of F which has models in any data category, such as Sets. This demonstrates that parametric polymorphism and set-based semantics are indeed compatible, and suggests that we take a fresh look at the semantics of system F. It also opens up a variety of possibilities for the development of powerful new type systems, in which (categorical) functors and natural transformations are central.
